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Article 286 of Contract Law states prior right on purchase price of construction 
project of contractors. Unfortunately this system is not perfect enough so far. Many 
disputes exist in the characteristics of prior right on purchase price of construction 
project and its relationship with other rights. The basic problems of prior right on 
purchase price of construction project cannot be resolved, which directly affect the 
improvement of this system .This thesis bases on the real right system constructed by 
contemporary law and insist the basic principles of legality right in rem which define 
the characteristic of prior right on purchase price of construction project as interstate 
mortgage rather than interstate priority. As interstate mortgage, prior right on purchase 
price of construction project should have the characteristics of mortgage and the 
statement of mortgage should apply to interstate mortgage in contemporary 
law .Meanwhile this thesis makes it clear that the legislative purpose of prior right on 
purchase price of construction project is to resolve the problems of arrears in 
contribution, balance the unfairness between the contractor and party issuing contract 
due to unequal market status. When the logic constructed by law still can not resolve 
the problems, we should use the approaches of interest balance to make 
compliments ,which can realize the legislative purpose of legislators and find the right 
direction in the application of law in judicial practice .After settling the theoretical 
disputes above ,this thesis analyze some specific problems of  prior right on purchase 
price of construction project and put forward the settlement of some related 
focus .The prior validity of prior right on purchase price of construction project 
greatly affects other obligees’ rights .In order to balance the interests between the 
contractors and related obligees, we should set up the registration and pressing notice 
of  prior right on purchase price of construction project. Meanwhile we should build 
justice system to assure the defense rights of related obligee in court. When protecting 
the legal interests of contractors eventually, we avoid violating the legal interest of 
other obliges as well. 
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优先权的数额，不得超过第二份笔录所确认的价值，并且以转让不动产时已经进
行的工程的增加值为限。”①关于建设工程价款优先受偿权的效力，《法国民法典》
























                                                        
① 法国民法典[Z].罗结珍译,北京:法律出版社,1999.480. 
② 同上,第 482 页. 
③ [日]近江幸治.担保物权法[M].祝娅,王卫军,房兆融译,北京:法律出版社,2000.31. 
④ 日本民法典[Z].王书江译,北京:中国法制出版社,2000.58. 
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